On October 10th 2019 from 1:30 to 5:00 PM we want to welcome international students and PhD-candidates during the orientation week to our “Crashcourse introduction to intercultural communication für studying and researching in Germany”. For a successful time at the University of Rostock you do not only need language and subject knowledge but also intercultural skills. On this morning, together we want to work on gaining insights into strategies for dealing with the German academic system. Scientific culture, communication with students and teachers, challenges and expectations ... we will answer your questions and discuss your experience, wishes and ideas for studying at the University of Rostock and, of course, will enjoy a typical (though very early) German “Kaffeeetrinken”!

The workshop will be held in English!

Preview: From November on we will offer further monthly workshops on intercultural topics for both international and German students.

In November we will look at time and time management in intercultural contexts, in December we will deal with space and body concepts, in January we will work on culture shock and how to deal with it. In February and March we will again offer our popular workshop on job applications in English including intercultural aspects. Further offers are planned!